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F2F Meeting, Cambridge, MA

Star Conference Room, Stata Center, MIT

Sponsored by ImageLink(alt=MyExperient)/University of Southampton (http://www.soton.ac.uk/) and ImageLink(alt=Elsevier).

Thursday, April 30, 2009

- 08.45-09.00 Welcome
- 09.00-09.45 Semantic Web State of the Union: Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats - Susie Stephens
- 09.45-10.30 The Challenge of Describing Neuroscience: Five things we forget to remember - Karen Skinner (NIH) and Lessons Learned in Describing Neuroscience On the Road to Resource Discovery - Maryann Martone (UCSD) (slides (http://www.w3.org/2009/03/hcls-f2f/F2F_2.pptx))
- 10.30-11.00 Break
- 12.30-13.30 Lunch (incl. presentation on Brain imaging by Carl Taswell)
- 13.30-16.30 Task Breakouts (Details below)
- 16.30-17.30 Task Breakout Reports
- 17.30-18.00 Wrap Up
- 18.00-19.30 R&D Pub
- 19.30 Dinner at Cambridge Brew Company

Friday, May 1, 2009

- 08.45-09.00 Welcome
- 09.00-10.00 myExperiment: towards Research Objects - David de Roure (Southampton University)
- 10.00-10.30 Break
- 10.30-11.00 HCLS Strategy
- 11.00-11.30 Integration Points across Tasks
- 11.30-12.00 Conference/Paper Outreach Opportunities
- 12.00-12.30 Grant Opportunities
12.30-13.30 Lunch
13.30-15.30 Terminology Discussion (John M., Paolo C., Olivier B., David B., Harold S.)
15.30-16.00 Wrap Up

Minutes

- http://www.w3.org/2009/04/30-hcls-minutes
- http://www.w3.org/2009/05/01-hcls-minutes

Task Breakouts

BioRDF (Star meeting room, HCLS)

- Participants: Kei Cheung (day 1 and possibly day 2), Scott Marshall, Eric Prud'hommeaux, Marc-Alexandre Nolin, Francois Belleau
- Goals: Identify additional types of data that can be incorporated into HCLS KB's. Discuss how to expand the current tasks (query federation and aTags). Develop additional use cases. Discuss the possibility of creating new activities (e.g., AIDA and Wiki).
- Alignment with other tasks: discuss opportunities to collaborate with other task groups such as LODD, Scientific Discourse, and Terminology

Pharma Ontology and LODD (room 346 HCLS3)

- Participants: Susie, Elgar, Bosse, David, Michel
- Goals: discuss content for the ICBO poster, identify classes and predicates in the template ontology, and if time permits start to define use cases
- Alignment: Ontology could be used by LODD, potential overlap with terminology and Scientific Discourse
Bio Process

(signaling, complex formation, metabolism)
Scientific Discourse (room 631 HCLS2)

- Participants: Tim, John M., Carl, Paolo, John B., Annamaria C.
- Goals: (1) define alignment path with Terminology (2) alignment path with Experiment (3) lay out activities roadmap for next year
- Alignment with other tasks: See above
- Discussion Outline from April 17 concall
  Media:HCLSIG$Meetings$2009-04-30_F2F$DiscussionOutline.doc
  Media:HCLSIG$Meetings$2009-04-30_F2F$DiscussionOutline.pdf
- Agenda Media:HCLSIG$Meetings$2009-04-30_F2F$DiscourseAgenda.doc
  Media:HCLSIG$Meetings$2009-04-30_F2F$DiscourseAgenda.pdf

Participants

(Please add your name to this list if you are planning to attend)

- Susie Stephens (dinner)
- M. Scott Marshall (dinner)
- Eric Prud'hommeaux (dinner)
- David De Roure (dinner)
- Rob Frost
- John Breslin (Day 1)
- Tim Clark
- John Madden (Day 2)
- Elgar Pichler (dinner)
- Anita de Waard
- Carl Taswell (dinner)
- Kei Cheung
- David Statham
- Stefano Bocconi
- Helen Chen
- Michel Dumontier (dinner)
- Bosse Andersson (dinner)
- Paolo Ciccarese
- Vipul Kashyap (Day 2)
- Anna Maria
- Martin Leach
- Maryann Martone
- David Hau
- Bill Hayden
- Bob Stanley
- Erich Gombocz
- Zack Rhoades
- Gilberto Fragoso
- Harold Solbrig (dinner)
- Oliver Ruebenacker
- Trish Whetzel
- JunZhao (remote, not sure about the break out sessions)
- DavidShotton (remote, first two sessions Thursday)
- Helena Deus (remote, would like to participate in the BioRDF break out session)
- Sandor Szalma (remote)
Tim Rochford (Day 2)
Christi Denney (remote, for Pharma Ontology breakout only)
Vassil Momtchev (dinner)
Marco Roos (remote, not sure about the break out sessions yet)
David Newman (remote, probably Scientific Discourse breakout only)
Julia Kozlovsky
François Belleau (Thursday)
David Booth
Carole Goble (Thursday)
Rebecca Rone (dinner)
Matt Corkum (Day 1)
Marc-Alexandre Nolin (Thursday)
Jim Morriss (dinner)

Dial-In Information

- Dial-In #: +1.617.761.6200 (Cambridge, MA)
- Dial-In #: +33.4.89.06.34.99 (Nice, France)
- Dial-In #: +44.117.370.6152 (Bristol, UK)
- Participant Access Code: 4257 ("HCLS").
- IRC Channel: W3C members: irc.w3.org port 6665 channel #HCLS (see W3C IRC page (http://www.w3.org/Project/IRC/) for details, or see Web IRC (http://cgi.w3.org/member-bin/irc/irc.cgi))

- others: go to the mibbit chat page (http://mibbit.com/chat/), click "server" and enter "irc.w3.org:6665"


- This page was last modified on 7 May 2009, at 17:35.